Company Profile

Boss Brewing was established in 2014 in Swansea Enterprise Park. They have since moved into larger premises and expanded to eight staff, and after initially supplying beer and lager within the Swansea area, now sell to Asda, Co-op, Morrisons and Wetherspoons nationwide. The brewery have won numerous awards, including Champion Beer of Wales awards in 2016 and 2017, Great Taste award in 2017, and SIBA gold award and overall trophy winner in 2018. Co-founder Sarah John also won Young Business Person of the Year at Swansea Bay Business Awards in 2017.

Collaboration with BEACON

Having first met at a BEACON workshop on “Launching a Microbrewery”, BEACON scientists subsequently provided Boss Brewing with expertise on growing, storing and analysing yeast fermentations. Practical assistance and training was provided to Boss staff in BEACON laboratories, with the techniques then transferred to the Boss Brewing processes. This has allowed Boss Brewing to undertake better monitoring of quality control factors such as dissolved oxygen, pH and bitterness.

For further information: www.bosshbrewing.co.uk